Notes:
These Specialized pages include spots for all Michel-listed major varieties and some minor
varieties, as of Michel’s Deutschland Spezial 2022.
Some varieties are displayed on pages alongside the normal issues, and some are on separate
pages. The placement is determined by Michel’s manner in listing the stamps — if Michel
lists it as a major variety, it’s with the normal stamps; if it’s listed as a minor variety, it’s on a
separate page.
All watermarks are as viewed from the rear of the stamp.
On pages with stamp photos included or with close-ups of plate flaws, there may be some
photos missing due to my inability to find suitable images of those stamps.
At the end of each set is a blank page for each page style used in the set. If you would like
additional pages that include custom boxes, text, etc., in a style that exactly matches the
existing pages, or if you would like further customizations (odd-size stamp, additional boxes,
etc.) to the existing pages, please send me a note through the ‘Contact Admin’ form that’s in
the footer of every page on my website.
NOTE ON PRINTING: If, when printing, you have the option to print the pages actual
size or shrink them to fit the paper, do not select shrink to fit! Doing so will shrink all
content, including the stamp boxes, resulting in them being too small. The pages should
print correctly at actual size, regardless of any warnings your printer might give.
Cheers,
PostmasterGS
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Germany (1872-1918)
Deutsches Reich
Officials

www.germanstamps.net

Officials stamps had not yet come into widespread
usage during the Imperial period. Those that were
issued were either stamps indicating an exemption
from postage, or counting stamps used to calculate
amounts due from non-exempt governmental
agencies.

Flag of Imperial Germany

Berliner Stadtschloß (Berlin City Palace), 1900

Germany

Deutsches Reich
Railway Postage-Free Labels
1 July 1874
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Local printings
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Black on Yellow
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Black on Yellow
Breslau
"lnut"

Black on Yellow
Coeln

Black on Yellow
Hamburg
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Black on Yellow
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Black on Yellow
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Black on Yellow
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Black on Yellow
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Germany

Deutsches Reich
Prussian Officials
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1 January 1903

(Dark) Gray Blue
2 Pfennig

Dark Ochre Brown to
Dark Olive Brown
3 Pfennig

Dark Opal Green
5 Pfennig

(Bright) Red Carmine
10 Pfennig

Violet Ultramarine
20 Pfennig

Reddish Orange to Dark
Orange / (Brown) Black
on Light Yellow
25 Pfennig

(Dark Reddish) Carmine /
(Brown) Black
40 Pfennig

Dark Brownish Lilac /
Brown Black on Matte
Brown Orange
50 Pfennig

Unlike agencies of the Imperial government, agencies of the
individual German states were not exempt from postage. Two
of the states, Prussia and Baden, entered into franking contracts
(Baden on 1 June 1885 under contract Nr. 16 and Prussia on
1 April 1894 under contract Nr. 21) under which all postage
amounts were replaced by a lump-sum payment. In order to
track the franking usage of these agencies and calculate the
amount due, official counting stamps were issued.

Germany

Deutsches Reich
Baden Officials
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1 January 1905

(Dark) Blue Gray
2 Pfennig

Dark Olive Brown to
Dark Ochre Brown
3 Pfennig

Dark (Opal) Green
5 Pfennig

Carmine Red to
(Bright) Red Carmine
10 Pfennig

Dark Ultramarine to
Bright Violet Ultramarine
20 Pfennig

Dark (Reddish) Orange /
(Brown) Black on Light Yellow
25 Pfennig

Unlike agencies of the Imperial government, agencies of the
individual German states were not exempt from postage. Two
of the states, Prussia and Baden, entered into franking contracts
(Baden on 1 June 1885 under contract Nr. 16 and Prussia on
1 April 1894 under contract Nr. 21) under which all postage
amounts were replaced by a lump-sum payment. In order to
track the franking usage of these agencies and calculate the
amount due, official counting stamps were issued.
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Deutsches Reich
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